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September 3,1981

Sheldon J. 'wolfe, Esq. , Chairuan Dr. E. Leonard Cheatuu
Administrative Judge Administrative Judue
Atomic Safety and Licensing Route 3. Box 350A

board Panel Watkinsville, beorgia 30677
U.S. huclear Regulatory Cor.uisston
Loshington, D.C. 20SSS

DISTRIBUTION lir. Gustave A. LinenbergerBlack Administrative JudgeM cGurren

[P ' ' ' ~'Anderson Atoaic Safety and Licensing ,

Board PanelSohinki
U.S. iiuclear Regulatory Comissio / Y R{kI[/{O

I
Dewey
S hapar/Engelhardt Washington, D.C. 20555

"iChristenbury/Scinto/0lmstead Sy 0 41937,-

FF (2)
NRC Central: LPDR/PDR/ TERA (2) In the hatter of { "'#%* %uw,

*
B.Youngblood Houston Lighting and Power Company
C. Moon (Allens Creek huclear Generating Station, Unit 1) ,s
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Dear Aduinistrative Judges:

Tnis letter is in response to the Licensing board's request that the parties
set forth their views as to the status of the radon-222 question in this
proceeding. Before the Staff ciscusses its views, it night be helpful if a
brief history of the radon probleu is outlined.

in order to fulfill its adPA obligation that the Comission consider the
environrental effects associated with the uraniun fuel cycle and factor them
into the cost-benefit analyses underlying its reactor licensing decisions,
tne Cor..nission pronulgated a regulation to be employed in all agency cost-
oenefit an This regulation,
Table S-3,pyses concerning tnese fuel cycle inpacts.contained a value for emissions of radon-222 principally from
uranium uills. As a result of a petition for ruleuaking to auend Table S-3,
the Comission in April 1976 determined that the rady) value in Table S-3
was incorrect and deleted that value from the table.:' The Comission

__.

If See 10 C.F.R. Part 51, Table 5-3, " Table of Uranica Fuel Cycle Environ-
rental Data."

2f See 43 Fed. Reg. 15613 (April 14, 1970).
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deferred ary decision on rulecaking until the completion of tne generic
environuental inpact statemer.t on urar.iua milling and announced instead
that it would permit the radon question to be litigated in individual li-
censing proceedings. The licensing and appeal boards were instructed to re-
open the records in pending cases "to receive new evidence on radon releases
and on health effects resulting from radon releases." 43 Fed. h . at 15515-16.

As a result of the deletion of radon-222 froa Table S-3, the Staff reevaluated

the releases of radon froa all sources and esticated the health effects from
these emissions. This reevaluation and estinate is presented in Staff Ex.12,
FSFES Sec. S.S.S(E) and S.D.2. 110 intervenor in this proceeding has challenged
the validity of the radon source terms or resulting health effects as presented
in the FSFES.

Intervenors in other proceedings, however, did challenge the Staff's reevalua-
tion of racon tnrough the procedures establishedpy the Appeal Board in ALAB-480,7 tiRC 796 (1976) and ALAB-b09, 8 liRC 679 (1978). These challenges culminated
in a hearing before the Appeal Board which focused on certain issues concerning
radon release rates and concentration levels. The sufficiency of the Perkins_
record to support the _d_e mininus conclusion with respect to the health effects
of radon was deferred. See ALAB-509, a liRC 679, 684 (1978); ALAU-562,10 HP.C
437 at 444-45 (1979). The Appeal Board reached a decision on the radon source
terus on llay 13,1981 (ALAB-640,13 fiRC ). The Comission declined review
on August 20, 1981.

With tnis Dackground in nind, you have requested the Staff's view on the
following questions: (1) What is the status of radon source terms in the
Allens Creek proceeding? (2) What is the status of Staff's evaluation of the
potential health effects of radon in the Allens Creek proceeding? (3)What
is the status of tne appeal Board's decision on radon source terms (ALAB-640)
in ?.his proceeding? The Staff's view on these questions will be discussed
below.

As indicated obove, the Coi.nission directed all boards to reopen the records
in pending cases to receive new evidence on radon. This was done in Allens
Creek in the form of a reevaluation in the FSFES. This was essentially the
sarx evaluation that the Staff prese9ted on the Perkins record which was the
" lead case" adopted by the Appeal Board in its pending proceedings. Other
licensing boards were free to open their records on this issue in ar;y manner
it sougnt fit consistent with fundamental fairness and due process to all the

jf These procedures basically adopted a " lead case" approach which incorporated
the Perkins record and decision into the records of the otner per. ding
Appeal board proceedings. The parties were allowed an opportunity "to
supplet.;ent, contradict, or ooject to" the Perkins record and decision.
ALA8-4du at 804-806.
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parties. In cost instances in active cases pending before licensing boards,
the Staff suggested that the Perkins " lead case" approach procedures adopted
by the Appeal Board be approved by consent of all parties. That is, the

Staff suggested that the Perkins record on radon be incorporated into the
record in these pending licensing board proceedings by stipulation if no
party wanted to challenge the radon evidence developed on that record.
Accordingly, in pending licensing board cases new evidence on radon was re-
ceived either by stipulation, by litigation, or by inclusion in Staff environ-
mental docunents. The latter course was chosen by the Staff in Allens Creek
because there was no pending hearing before the Board and the Staff realized
that the radon reevaluation could be included in the soon-to-be published
FSFES.

When the Allens Creek, Unit 1 proceeding was renoticed for public hearing, no
intervenor challenged the radon reevaluation contained in the available FSFES.
Accordingly, radon is not an issue in the present proceeding.

However, since the Perkins hearing, new estinates of collective population
doses per curie (Ci) of radon-222 and the potential cancer and genetic risks
have been developed by the Staff based on the most recent infomation avail-
able. The sources of this infomation were the following public documents:
Final Generic Environmental Impact 5tatement on Uraniua flilling, HUREG-0706
(September,1980); Radon Releases from Uranium Mining and flilling and Their
Calculated Healtn Effects. HUREG-0757 (February,1981); and The Effects on
Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation, 1980,llational
Acadeqy Comittee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation of Science
(BEIR III Report-19dO). The pertinent changes to the Staff's estimates of
the radon release rates and health effects were sumarized in NUREG-0757
except the esticates of healta effects per aillion person-ram which, using
data in the 8EIR III Report, can now also be updated. Since radon release
rates were the subject of recent litigation before the Appeal Board, ALAB-640
reflects source tem estimates based on the best available infomation pre-
sented by the Staff and other parties. The Appeal Board detemined that a
model 1000 fue LWR would release 6,900 C1/yr3 attributable to radon whereas
the FSFES (based on Perkins) attributes apprexinately 5300 C1/yr to radon.

The extent of the changes in the Staff's estinates of the potential health
effects of radon since the Perkins hearing which are the same as those set
forth in the Allens Creek FSFES is summarized on the attached Table 1. As
indicated on Table 1 the potential health effects estimates in the the FSFES
have not been substantially changed by subsequent events and more recent infor-
mation. Tnose estimates were believed to be reasonably conservative at the

_4] This source tem assumes that the mines are unsealed and unreclained,
dnd the tailings are uncovered (Case 3). If'it is ass! sed that the
tailings are covered (Case 2), the continuing releases would be 2,730 Ci/yr.
See Table 4, ALAB-640, Slip. Op. p. 103.
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tiae and, in fact, are not substantially different from estinates derived
from HUREG-0757. Given the fact that the potential nealth effects estimates
of radon-222 releases derived froa 60P.EG-0757 aqd the BEIR III Report are
less than the estimates presented in Perkins_ and reflected in the FSFES, the
Staff's conclusion that these effa.:ts are " insignificant when conpared te
dose connitcents and nealth effects to the U.S. population resulting from
natural background radiation sources" (FSFES, p. S.5-35) renains unchanged.
Since the potential health effects estimates are not substantially changed
and the overall conclusion remair.s unchanged, the Staff believes that it is
not essential to reopen the Allens Creek record on radon to update the radon
source teras and estiaated health effects. liowever, the Staff would be willing
to provide tnis updated information for the record upon stipulation by the
parties or by leave of the Board.

Insofar as the status of ALAB-640, the Staff believes that that Appeal Board
decision need not be accorded any evide'stiary weight by this Licensing Board.
Although that decision reflects the !atest radon information on release rates,
it makes no finding with respect to potential health effects. In addition,

the Appeal board has recognized that the generic radon issue is subject to
further revisions as more and better information becomes available. It noted
that %o]ur analysis of the changing values suggests that as more data have
becom available, better and more reliable estinates have evolved." ALAB-640,
slip op. p. 39. Thus, ALAB-640 represents nothing more than a decision by
one hearing body based on the evidence before it. Presumably, if radon were
to be litigated in this proceeding, this Board night make a different decision
based on the sare information as presented to thp Appeal Board or it might be
presented with more recent information on radon.M Accordingly ALAB-640
should be noted for its learned decision, but it should not be considered as
conclusive cr binding on the radon issue at this time. The evidentiary record
developed by tne Appeal Board has no legal precedential effect absent specific
direction from the Conmission.

In summation, we believe that the present record on radon as reflected in the
FSFES is sufficient to support the Staff's conclusion that the dose coanit-
ments and health effects of the uranium fuel cycle are insignificant when
compared to natural background radiation. Although the source terns and
potential health effects have been updated, the revised estinates should not
be subject to litigation in this proceeding because they do not alter any

SJ In Staff's view, this situation is analogous to the esticates of the
potential health effects of the nuclear versus coal alternative. As
more and better data became available, the estinates of the potential
healtn effects changed. However, records in pending cases were not
reopened to reflect these changes unless it was perceived that the pre-
vious conclusion with respect to these effects night be altered by the
new information.
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Staff conclusion. We would not, however, object to the inclusion of these
revised esticates in this record by stipulation or by leave of the Board as
they represent the best available evidence on the radon question.

Sincerely,

Richard L. Black
Counsel for liRC Staff

Enclosure: Table 1

cc: (w/ enclosure)
The Honorable Ron Waters
J. Gregory Copeland, Esq.
Susan Plettnan, Esq.
David Preister, Esq.
Hon. Jerry Sliva
ilen. John R. tiikeska
lir. John F. Doherty
11r. Willian J. Schuessler
Jack tiewnan, Esq.
urenda A. licCorkle
lir. Mayne Rentfro
Leotis Johnston
fiargaret Bishop
Stephen A. Doggett Esq.
Carolina Conn
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Panel
Atonic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Boaro
0. l'. arrack
Texas Public Interest

Research Group, Inc.
Rosemary fi. Lecur
Carro itinderstein
U.S. iluclear Regulatory Corrission

Region IV. I&E
Bryan L. Baker
Robin Griffith
fir. William Perrenod
Docketing and Service Section
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Table 1. Update of the Potential !ealth Impacts of Radon-222 Releases From
Uranium Mining'and Milling Per RRY

.

Based on the FSFES Based on Current Estimates
(Perkins Record) NUR EG-07 57***' Based on BEIR III

Source Term (Ci)
1.100-yr Environmental. Dose 5,300 6,800 Same

Commitment
~

b.1,000-yr Environmental Dose 59,000 31,000 Same
Commitment

..

Population Doses
'

(Person-rem)
a.100-yr Environmental Dose

Commitment
Total Body 140 58 Same

Lung * 3,000 670 "

Bone 3,600 920 "

b.1,000-yr Environmental
Dose Commitment -

Total Body 1,500 31 0
"

Lung 33,000 3,100 "

'

Bone 41,000 4,200 "

IPotential Health Impacts
a.100-yr Environmental Dose .

Commitment
Cancer Mortality 0.11 0.06 0.08

'

Genetic Effects ** 0.036 O.02*** 0.02
b.1,000-yr Environmental Dose ' , .

Commitnent
Cancer Mortality 1.2 0.3 0.4
Genetic Effects 0.4 0.08*** 0.07

_

* Bronchial epithelium
**All serious defects over next 5 generations.

*** Genetic effects were incorrectly based on total-body equivalent dose; as shown, it is
corrected for total body dose only.

"

****NUREG-0757 represents the Staff's best estimates of the source terms and' the
potential health effects attributable to radon releases. It will be the basis
for tha proposed rulemaking involving the radon value to be included in Table S-3.
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